In any event, "God the Invisible King" was written in that religious phase contemporary to the First World War. The purpose of this book is to lay out H.G. Wells' religious beliefs and those of "modern religion". He explicity claims on the first page that he is not a Christian. Although to us it seems like he is trying to promote a new future movement, to Wells himself this modern religion was already happening in his day and was the direction that religion would continue to go. (He might have been right except that the reactionary fundamentalist Christian movement chan God the Invisible King book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Perhaps all religions, unless the flaming onset of Mohammedan...Â One of his booklets was Crux Ansata, An Indictment of the Roman Catholic Church. Although Wells toyed briefly with the idea of a "divine will" in his book, God the Invisible King (1917), it was a temporary aberration. Wells used his international fame to promote his favorite causes, including the prevention of war, and was received by government officials around the world. He is best-remembered as an early writer of science fiction and futurism. The Invisible Man is the next book-adaptation hitting the big screens at the end of the month. A re-imagining of the H. G. Wells novel that revolves around a scientist who unearths long-coveted secrets of invisibility. The film adaption takes a new twist on the original tale, and it looks utterly terrifying. Have you read the book? Read & Co. Books | Independent Publisher Read & Co. Social. Sci Fi Horror Horror Films Horror Art Classic Hollywood Old Hollywood Claude Rains Horror Monsters Dark City Famous Monsters. Dark City. Claude Rains would like to begin with a reign of terrorâ€¦ Th...